
A Special Noble Rot Offer             June 2022

BORDEAUX 2021
E X C E P T I O N A L   V A L U E   W I N E S 

F O R   D R I N K I N G

Wine
Price per 12x75cl 

(in bond)
Château Le Rey ‘Les Argileuses’ 

& Les Rocheuses
£118

Château Sénéjac £124

Château Alcée £140

Château Charmail £145

Château La Tour de By £150

Château Dalem £170

Château La Tour de Mons £180

Château Poujeaux £210

Château Ormes de Pez £230

Château Laroque £240

To save you from having to choose between these exceptional wines, we are 
also offering: The Noble Rot 10-case Drinking Parcel

A parcel made up of a case each of these 
ten specially-selected clarets for just £1,625, saving over 5%.



2021 has presented canny claret lovers with a rare opportunity to make the 
most of price drops on wines which maintained or even improved upon their 
high quality from the 2020 vintage. This presents all of us who love good claret 
with a spectacular, cellar-filling opportunity.  

Having tasted them all and benchmarked their critical scores & releases prices, 
we believe that all ten of these wines offer exceptional value, as you will see from 
a slew of impressive critical scores, for a mere fraction of the price of the invest-
ment-grade wines that Noble Rot normally offers to our clients.

To save you from having to choose between these super wines, we are also 
offering a parcel made up of a case each of these brilliant 2021s for £1,625, a 
whole £125 cheaper than last year, and with at least as impressive quality.

Each of the wines follow the Noble Rot philosophy of offering our clients excel-
lent value for money, with wines ranging from as little as under £10 a bottle to 
no more than £20 a bottle, in bond. Some of the wines achieve scores of 91-93 
points from Neal Martin, the leading critical light for the region, scores which 
normally equate to prices of well over £50 a bottle, and a couple are his hand-
picked ‘value stars of the vintage’.

This is the fourth time that we have offered exceptional drinking wines from 
Bordeaux en primeur, providing you with the opportunity to stock your cellar 
up  with wines from a classic claret vintage that won’t break the bank, and which 
will offer wonderful drinking pleasure for years to come as you compare and 
contrast these wines from all major appellations in Bordeaux for years to come, 
giving enormous drinking pleasure.

Dominic, Esme, Luciana & Ana, June 2022

www.noblerot.org

A Unique Noble Rot Offer
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Scores in red are by

NEAL MARTIN 
Vinous

Scores in green are by

ANTONIO GALLONI
Vinous

CRITICAL RATINGS
Each of our ten wines offer exceptional 
value for money, especially considering 
the high scores awarded by two of the 

world’s top wine critics:



Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux 
£118 per 12 bottles in Bond

Château Le Rey has been our bargain find in Bordeaux for three vintages and for the first time we 
are including alongside ‘Les Argileuses’ the even more refined stablemate ‘Les Rocheuses’, with six 
bottles of each in a case. The vineyards sit atop Sainte-Colombe, a little hamlet east of Saint-Emilion 
with the same mix of clay atop limestone that gives rise to some of Saint-Emilion’s best wines. Le Rey 
is crafted in a Burgundian manner, expressing the essence of individual terroir plots. 80% merlot & 20% 
cabernet franc are fermented in clay amphora giving mineral freshness, red berry fruit & soft tannins. 

www.finewineinvestment.com

The Noble Rot Offer   All prices are in bond 
CHÂTEAU LE REY ‘LES ARGILEUSES’ & 
‘LES ROCHEUSES’

www.noblerot.org

N/A

Haut-Médoc Cru Bourgeois 
£124 per 12 bottles in Bond

Château Sénéjac is one of the better known Crus Bourgeois of the Haut-Médoc, located near to the 
vineyards of Margaux. A historic estate of 150 hectares, of which only 38 are under vine, it enjoys a rep-
utation for making high quality wine which blossomed in the 1980s and then oncemore in 1999 when 
it entered a new era when it was bought by Lorraine Cordier, whose family also owned the famous St 
Julien property, Château Talbot. The 2021 has classic elegance, mineral freshness & filigree tannins, 
climaxing in classic black fruit cassis and spice on the finish. At £10 a bottle it is not to be sniffed at!

CHÂTEAU SÉNÉJAC
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Haut-Médoc Cru Bourgeois 
£145 per 12 bottles in Bond

“This is a superb Haut Haut-Médoc” wrote leading critic Neal Martin, who chose the wine as one 
of his 12 ‘Under the radar gems’. Such praise is not given lightly to a ‘mere’ Cru Bourgeois, but in 2021 
and this more classic vintage, Charmail will offer claret lovers serious drinking pleasure in youth and 
with age, all for around £12 a bottle. A nose of hedgerow berries and pencil shavings gives way to a well 
profiled palate with blackcurrant, cassis, spices and a little hint of cedar from the oak. The tannins are 
remarkably well integrated and the finish is lithe and exciting, begging you to take another sip.

CHÂTEAU CHARMAIL
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Médoc Cru Bourgeois
£150 per 12 bottles in Bond

Jane Anson put it best in her book “Inside Bordeaux” when she wrote, “Ch La Tour de By is pretty 
much the epitome of classic claret, a consistent Cru Bourgeois offering well-balanced, structured 
black fruits with cedar ageing.” Offering easily some of the best value in the Médoc, this organically 
farmed estate offers spectacular views over the Gironde, a spot incidentally where 15th-century Eng-
lish sol- diers were garrisoned during the Hundred Years War. Blueberry, blackberry, lavender & dried 
herbs linger long on the persistent finish making this a triumph in this fresh, classic year.

CHÂTEAU LA TOUR DE BY
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Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux  
£140 per 12 bottles in Bond

A wine which delighted Noble Rot clients at our last Christmas dinner when it was introduced by 
winemaker Cyrille Thienpont, this is a brilliant offering in 2021 for the price, with the critics agreeing.  
Antonio Galloni called the 2021 a “terrific entry-level offering from Nicolas Thienpont”, whilst Neal 
Martin wrote “the palate has a lovely juicy opening, fine acidity, rounded, supple red fruit and a 
harmonious, refined finish. This is a seductive Alcée in the making”. We couldn’t agree more, it of-
fers delicious ripe fruit and confident structure for under £12 a bottle. a must buy!

CHÂTEAU ALCÉE
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Margaux Cru Bourgeois
£180 per 12 bottles in Bond

“This Margaux comes highly recommended” wrote Neal Martin, who praised La Tour de Mons’ “fra-
grant bouquet [it is] quite graceful and pure with seductive red brambly fruit laced with nuanced under-
growth aromas. The palate is elegant and poised with fine acidity, filigree tannins and a pure and 
caressing finish”. This is one of the value stars of the entire 2021 vintage at a mere £15 a bottle and we 
loved its berry compote nose with flowers and its silken mouthfeel on the palate. In years like 2021 the 
elegance and purity of Margaux can really come across in the right hands, as it has here.

www.finewineinvestment.com

CHÂTEAU LA TOUR DE MONS

www.noblerot.org
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Moulis-en-Medoc 
£210 per 12 bottles in Bond

In her book, Decanter’s Jane Anson describes Poujeaux as ‘easily one of the best wines of the [Moulis] 
appellation, and one that for me equals many 1855-classified growths.” Generous & well-structured, 
this is a great example of a Cabernet wine that will age with class and grace, making it a must have 
addition to any claret-lover’s cellar. Crushed stone, blueberries & black cherries congregate on the nose 
and translate to real structure on the palate, with grippy tannins and delightful tension on a persistent 
finish. At £17.50 a bottle this is quintissential claret for lovers of Bordeaux red.

CHÂTEAU POUJEAUX  
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Saint-Estèphe 
£230 per 12 bottles in Bond

A stellar property in the northernmost appellation of Saint-Estèphe, Ormes de Pez has delivered reli- 
able, terroir-driven claret to its thousands of followers in the UK for years and years. Characteristically 
smooth tannins sit alongside that Saint-Estèphe spiciness on the finish. The 2021 was even more 
highly rated by Neal Martin than the 2020 and comes at only a £5 premium to last years’ offering. 
This was a joy to taste and as is so often the case with Ormes de Pez, will be a jewel in many Members’ 
cellar for years to come.

CHÂTEAU ORMES DE PEZ
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Saint-Émilion Grand Cru Classé 
£240 per 12 bottles in Bond

“The 2021 Laroque is a standout. Bright and racy with tremendous persistence, Laroque stakes its 
claim as Saint-Émilion’s brightest rising star. Technical Director David Suire fashioned a gem. Don’t 
miss it”. Those the words of Antonio Galloni of Vinous who was blown away by this wine as much as 
we were in 2021. What we loved was its ripe berry intensity and overarching purity & minerality which 
carries across from nose to palate, making for an exceptionally long finish. Château Laroque is a large 
St. Émilion estate famous for its stunning 18th century château as well as for the quality of its wines. It 
is owned by the Beaumartin family and was granted Grand Cru Classé status in 1996. Noble Rot clients 
have enjoyed back vintages of this superb wine at many past dinners. Simply put, this is a must buy.

CHÂTEAU LAROQUE
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Fronsac 
£170 per 12 bottles in Bond

Fronsac is very much a secret that the Bordelaise like to keep to themselves and it is where famous 
wine makers choose to have their own vineyards (Michel Rolland, the late Patrick Leon etc). Opposite 
St Emilion it produces wines of great quality at prices that are mouth-wateringly low. Neal Martin was 
blown away by this wine in 2021, selecting it as another one of his 12 “Under the radar gems” of the 
vintage”. The nose is full of hedgerow berries and fresh violets, fanning out on the palate to give excel-
lent structure with silken tannins and very well-integrated oak. The finish is persistent and we wager 
this will be a cellar star of the future for those who snap it up. ‘Classy Fronsac’ it certainly is.

CHÂTEAU DALEM
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